Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Yellowstone Season 4 ”Yellowstone” is an engrossing family drama that follows
the epic story of a multi-generational family that controls the largest
contiguous ranch in the U.S. In Season 4, the fates of Kayce, Beth, and John
Dutton are unknown as Rip and the other wranglers wield their own brand of
justice to take revenge and defend the Dutton legacy. Jacki Weaver, Piper
Perabo and Kathryn Kelly join the cast in guest starring roles in the impressive
ensemble that includes Oscar®-winner Kevin Costner, Luke Grimes, Kelly Reilly,
Wes Bentley, Cole Hauser, Kelsey Asbille, Brecken Merrill, Jefferson White, Forrie
Smith, Denim Richards, Ian Bohen, Finn Little, Ryan Bingham and Gil
Birmingham with Will Patton. In Season 4 As Rip and the (surviving) Duttons
recover from the attacks on their lives they seek for revenge on whoever is
responsible. Meanwhile, Jamie grows closer to his father, who has his own kind
of fatherly advice. Rainwater continues to fight for his rights and power and so
does Market Equities, where CEO Caroline Warner shows up to re-energize their
feud with both the Confederated Tribes and the ranching family. Season 4
four-disc Blu-ray and five-disc DVD sets include all 10 hour-long episodes from
the fourth season, plus over four hours of bonus content including
making-of-featurettes, behind the scenes clips, never-before-seen interviews
with cast and crew, and more. Paramount
I AM Mortal If you could have immortality, what would you be willing to give
up? Your free will? Your free thought? Set 200 years in the future when the
human race has achieved immortality through a genetic vaccine created by
one man, The Pilot. All war, violence and crime has been eradicated, but so have
certain emotions and personal choices The Pilot deemed archaic. In this
utopian society a small band of rebels questions if this immortal life is how
humans were meant to live. They recruit a young man, Logos, who is only days
away from receiving the “gift” of immortality and similarly questions The Pilot’s
world. But, The Pilot sends a spy, Akae, to infiltrate the group and capture Logos.
Logos leads the rebels as they attempt to overthrow the status quo and reclaim
their free will—including their right to die.. RLJE Films
Coming 2 America Blu-ray Akeem and Semmi are back for a brand-new,
hilarious adventure! In COMING 2 AMERICA, newly crowned King Akeem (Eddie
Murphy) and his trusted confidante Semmi (Arsenio Hall) traverse the globe
from their great African nation of Zamunda to the borough of Queens, New
York when Akeem learns he has a long-lost son in the United States. In addition
to Eddie Murphy and Arsenio Hall, the outrageously entertaining film features
an incredible cast including James Earl Jones, John Amos, Louie Anderson, Shari
Headley, Wesley Snipes, Tracy Morgan, and Leslie Jones. The COMING 2
AMERICA Blu-ray includes commentary by director Craig Brewer (Dolemite Is
My Name, “Empire”) and an exclusive featurette entitled “From Queens to
Zamunda,” which includes never-before-seen footage and interviews.
Paramount
Adventure Time: Distant Lands Based on the Emmy- and Peabody
Award-winning animated series, Adventure Time, created by Pendleton Ward
and executive produced by Adam Muto, Adventure Time is a critically
acclaimed series that garnered numerous accolades over its 10 season run on
Cartoon Network. Binge all four specials from the limited series and explore the
unseen corners of their world with characters both familiar and brand-new.
Adventure Time: Distant Lands FOUR SPECIALS BMO - follows the lovable little
robot from Adventure Time. When there's a deadly space emergency in the
farthest reaches of the galaxy, there's only one hero to call, and it's probably not
BMO. Except that this time it is! Obsidian - features Marceline & Princess
Bubblegum as they journey to the imposing, beautiful Glass Kingdom—and
deep into their tumultuous past—to prevent an earthshaking catastrophe.
Together Again – brings best buds Finn and Jake together again to rediscover
their brotherly bond and embark on the most important adventure of their
lives. Wizard City - follows Peppermint Butler, starting over at the beginning, as
just another inexperienced Wizard School student. When mysterious events at
the campus cast suspicion on Pep, and his checkered past, can he master the
mystic arts in time to prove his innocence? Warner
Supergirl: Season 6 Supergirl returns for her sixth and final season! Proving
that friendship is every bit as important as truth and justice, Kara Danvers
balances her work as a reporter for CatCo Worldwide Media with her role as
Supergirl, keeping National City and the Earth safe from sinister threats. As she
struggles to navigate her day job and friends, her heart soars as she takes to the
skies as Supergirl. 20 One-Hour Episodes. Warner
The Matrix Resurrections To find out if his reality is a physical or mental
construct, Mr. Anderson, aka Neo, will have to choose to follow the white rabbit
once more. If he's learned anything, it's that choice, while an illusion, is still the
only way out of -- or into -- the Matrix. Neo already knows what he has to do,
but what he doesn't yet know is that the Matrix is stronger, more secure and far
more dangerous than ever before. Warner

